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November 22, 2023

To whom it may concern,

I amwriting to highly recommendMona Ghassemi Zavieh, a former employee who I have had the pleasure

of working with at two di�erent organizations. Mona is an outstanding professional with remarkable skills

and a positive a�itude, who would be an asset to many organizations in a number of technical roles.

I initially hired Mona in an entry-level QA and technical support position at Peerio Technologies (where I

was CTO) for their strong critical thinking and technical writing abilities. Over time, and through that

company’s acquisition, Mona evolved into an exceptionally competent QA automation professional,

displaying quick learning and adaptability. Their job description changed significantly throughout their

time in that role, as did the stack and programming languages they worked with. None of this posed

problems for them.

Later, I had the opportunity to hire Mona again in a DevOps role at AlleyCorp Nord. In this capacity, they

swiftly acquired expertise in various DevOps areas, including security—a topic they were already familiar

with—compliance in regulated industries, as well as observability andmonitoring. They brought their QA

expertise and critical eye to each of these areas while also expanding their skills. Mona also explored

MLOps, showcasing their ability to embrace new challenges in a very new and unstandardized domain.

Mona’s consistent strengths lie in their critical thinking and rapid learning. They are not only skilled but also

a positive and collaborative teammember. I highly recommendMona for roles in DevOps, security, or as a

developer due to their strong debugging skills and aptitude for mastering new technologies.

Mona is a valuable asset to any organization, and I have no doubt they will continue to excel in their career.

Please feel free to contact me at floh@alleycorpnord.com for more information!

Sincerely,

Florencia Herra Vega
CEO, CTO

ALLEYCORPNORD.COM


